Barbering, Cosmetology, Esthetics and Nail Tech
Best Practices Sharing Webex Meeting
April 13, 2020
10:00 a.m.

Meeting Host: Anthony Gallman, TCSG Curriculum Program Specialist
Participants: List attached
Anthony opened the meeting by welcoming all participants and providing a brief overview of what to
expect. Participants were encouraged to mute their phones and microphones to prevent echoes and
extra noise.
Anthony introduced a new site to the participants: EdPuzzle www.edpuzzle.com. This site allows
instructors to create assignments, quizzes, and tasks to accompany uploaded videos that are required
for instruction. Pam Warren of GVTC explained the particulars of the site to the group. She explained
that there is a free version and an expanded version that is available for a minimal cost. Pam also
discussed the length of time that the site stores materials created by instructors.
Anthony asked the group for a college report out since all courses have been moved online for the
remainder of the semester. Each college was called on individually and one or more instructors or
college administrators provided an update for the college. Reports were given from all colleges except
Athens Technical College, Columbus Technical College, Gwinnett Technical College and South Georgia
Technical College.
The consensus among colleges was relatively the same. To interact with students virtually, colleges are
utilizing three platforms: Blackboard Collaborate, Cisco Webex, and Microsoft TEAMS. Instructors are
also supplementing their lectures with demonstrational videos for students to watch. Instructors are
using videos from Milady MindTap, PivotPoint LAB, Youtube, and Sam Villa. Some instructors are
creating their own demonstrational videos to share with students. Henry Wise from Atlanta Technical
College shared that he has created his own demonstrational videos and uploaded to his Youtube page.
He then integrates the videos into his lectures.
Pam Warren discouraged the use of ZOOM for any reason due to security concerns.
Angela Brown from Lanier Technical College shared with the group that Sam Villa will be conducting a
two-day virtual hair show on April 19 and April 20 that will be free of charge. She explained this would
be a great experience for students to watch online.
The meeting was then opened for questions. James Harris from Atlanta Technical College asked if the
colleges would be notified of when PSI would resume State Board Testing. Anthony stated he would
make the colleges aware of any updates from PSI. There were no additional questions.
Anthony applauded the faculty for doing a fantastic job of getting their courses online. Anthony
thanked the participants again for attending and encouraged them to reach out with any additional
questions. The meeting ended at 11:02 a.m.
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